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T Y P O G R A P H Y

Typography traces its origins to the first punches and dies used to 

make seals and currency in ancient times. The typographical princi-

ple, that is the creation of a complete text by reusing identical charac-

ters, was first realized in the Phaistos Disc, an enigmatic Minoan print 

item from Crete, Greece, which dates between 1850 and 1600 BC. It 

has been put forward that Roman lead pipe inscriptions were created 

by movable type printing, but this view has been recently dismissed 

by the German typographer Herbert Brekle.

The essential criterion of type identity was met by medieval print ar-

tifacts such as the Latin Pruefening Abbey inscription of 1119 that 

was created by the same technique as the Phaistos disc. In the north-

ern Italian town of Cividale, there is a Venetian silver retable from ca. 

1200, which was printed with individual letter punches. The same 

printing technique can apparently be found in 10th to 12th century 

Byzantine staurotheca and lipsanotheca. Individual letter tiles where 

the words are formed by assembling single letter tiles in the desired 

order were reasonably widespread in medieval Northern Europe.

“Nothing is original. Steal from anywhere that resonates with 
inspiration or fuels your imagination. Devour old films, new 
films, music, books, paintings, photographs, poems, dreams, 
random conversations, architecture, bridges, street signs, trees, 
clouds, bodies of water, light and shadows. Selectonly things to 
steal from that speak directly to your soul. If you do this, your 
work (and theft) will be authentic.”

– Jim Jarmusch

COMMON TYPOGRAPHIC DISEASES

Various forms of dysfunction appear among populations exposed 
to typography for long periods of time. Listed here are a number 
of frequently observed afflictions.

Typophilia - An excessive attachment to and fascination with the 
shape of letters, often to the exclusion of other interests and ob-
ject choices.

Typophiliacs - usually die penniless and alone.

Typophobia - The irrational dislike of letterforms, often marked 
by a preference for icons, dingbats, and—in fatal cases—bullets 
and daggers. The fears of the typophobe can often be quieted 
(but not cured) by steady doses of Helvetica and Times Roman.

Typochondria - A persistent anxiety that one has selected the 
wrong typeface. This condition is often paired with okd (optical 
kerning disorder), the need to constantly adjust and readjust the 
spaces between letters.

Typothermia - The promiscuous refusal to make a lifelong com-
mitment to a single typeface—or even to five or six, as some doc-
tors recommend. The typothermiac is constantly tempted to test 
drive “hot” new fonts, often without a proper license.

Ellen Lupton, Thinking with Type, 2nd revised and expanded edition: 
A Critical Guide for Designers, Writers, Editors, & Students (Design 
Briefs) (New York, Princeton Press, 2004, 2010)

Legibility is primarily the concern of the typeface designer, to ensure that each 

individual character or glyph is unambiguous and distinguishable from all 

other characters in the font. Legibility is also in part the concern of the typog-

rapher to select a typeface with appropriate clarity of design for the intended 

use at the intended size.

Readability is primarily the concern of the typographer or information de-

signer. It is the intended result of the complete process of presentation of tex-

tual material in order to communicate meaning as unambiguously as possible. 

A reader should be assisted in navigating around the information with ease, 

by optimal inter-letter, inter-word and particularly inter-line spacing, coupled 

with appropriate line length and position on the page, careful editorial “chunk-

ing” and choice of the text architecture of titles, folios, and reference links.

From the Greek words τύπος(typos) = form and γραφή(graphy) = writing.
It is the art and technique of arranging type, and sometimes modifying typeglyphs.

Modern movable type, along with the mechanical printing press, 

was invented in mid-15th century Europe by the German goldsmith 

Johannes Gutenberg. His type pieces from a lead-based alloy suited 

printing purposes so well that the alloy is still used today. Gutenberg 

developed specialized techniques for casting and combining cheap 

copies of letterpunches in the vast quantities required to print mul-

tiple copies of texts; this technical breakthrough became instrumental 

for the success of the almost instantly starting Printing Revolution.

Typography with movable type was separately invented in 11th-cen-

tury China. Metal type was first invented in Korea during the Goryeo 

Dynasty around 1230. Both hand printing systems, however, were 

only sporadically used and discontinued after the introduction of 

Western lead type and the printing press.
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Arno is a type family created by Robert Slimbach at 
Adobe. The name refers to the river that runs through 
Florence, the centre of the Italian Renaissance. The 
typeface draws its inspiration from 15th and 16th cen-
tury early humanistic typefaces and is designed in the 
tradition of early book types such as Venetian and Al-
dine.

The retail Arno Pro family consists of 3 (4 for Display 
fonts) weights in roman and italic, 5 optical sizes. Each 
font supports Adobe CE, Adobe Western 2, Cyrillic, 
mono- and polytonic Greek, Latin Extended, Viet-
namese, dingbats character sets. Supported OpenType 
features include titling capitals, stylistic alternates, liga-
tures, proportional numbers, old style figures, small 
caps, subscripts and superscripts, ordinals, swashes 
(italic fonts only).

Inspiration

The font family is a contemporary book type rooted 
in classical foundational forms. These forms being the 
calligraphically-inspired humanistic types of the Italian 
Renaissance. Because the traditional forms of text have 
had a rather conservative evolution the familiar hand-
writing practices remains embedded in the reader’s 
mind. Robert Slimbach emphasize that it is crucial that 
designers of text typefaces work within its bounds. This 
applies equally to both classical styles and overtly mod-
ernist ones constructed entirely on a computer screen.
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B I T M A P P E D  L E T T E R F O R MT Y P E  C R I M E S
“Crimes of font misuse and 

grammatical abuse”
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P O I N T / C O U N T E R P O I N T

S P A C E  A N D  M E A N I N G

L E T T E R / D I G I T

Part One
A single letter form is matched to a photo in a side-by-side comparison of form. Choose 
a typeface and a particular letter that relates to the photograph through visual char-
acteristics such as shape, weight, decorative embellishments, or any other ‘discovered’ 
design attributes.

Part Two
A single letter form is integrated into the image. Careful attention to typeface selection, 
scale, REPETITION, color, and balance will allow the merger of type and image into 
a single entity.

Interpret the meaning of a word by adjust-
ing the spacing, scale, and position of letters 
on a page. Only text is used in ths exercise.

Choose three words from the list below. In 
three different compositions, arrange each 
word to express its meaning (one word per 
composition). The composition is 6 x 6 
inches square. You may vary the size, spac-
ing , placement, and orientation of the let-
ters.

Combine letter forms (3) with single-digit numbers. Use typographic joinery to unify 
the two distinct forms into a visual gestalt. Explore scale, proportion, weight, and shape 
relationships to understand the variety of spatial relationships that can exist among 

characters. 
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C A L E N D A R  G R I D
Create a spread in a two-page 
document. Aeach page is 7.5 x 7.5 

inches.

Devise a weekly calendar system 
that devides each page into seven 
days, Use lines, shapes, and ty-
pography to mark and identity 
the space. Leave spave for a user 
to write down notes and appoint-

ments.

Think creatively about the un-
derlying problem. The rythm and 
structure of the grid can be vertical 
or horizontal, refular or irregular, 

rectiliniear or diagonal.

A N A T O M Y  O F  T Y P E
Create a poster, which diagrams/illustrates 
the anatomy of type (parts of a letterform).

The goal is to create a poster that is both 
functional and lively. Develop a concept for 
the poster to help you in making all of your 
design decisions (i.e. based on an eye chart). 
Try to balance form and function. Attempt 
to present a piece that is both effective at a 

distance as well as useful as a reference.
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F A C T S  A T  H A N D

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  F A I R

Write a set of facts about your life, and create a scan or photographic 
image of your hand.

Map your life onto the image of your hand. Position each element on 
a 30 or 45 degree angle. Use scale, position, color and transparency to 

organize the information and create visual interest.
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M A K I N G  C O N N E C T I O N S
Identify a facet of your life that expresses who you 
are: the places you have lived or travelled, your evolv-
ing taste in music, schedule during a busy workweek, 
or the elements in your apartment.

Gather together all the content to be included in 
your diagram. Study the relationships among the el-
ements. Will they be arranged chronologically? Geo-
graphically? Do elements overlap or conflict with 
each other?

Create a graphic language (points, lines, boxes, 
curves, colors) and a spatial organization for your 
data. Allow form, color, and configuration to grow 
out of the hierarchy and nature of the content. In-
clude a key or legend in your design.

M E N U  O F  O P T I O N S
Find a menu from a local restau-
rant. Copy the content into a page 
layout file. InDesign or Illustrator 

is okay.

Break up the content into larger 
and smaller parts. Employ scale. 
placement, alignment, type style, 
and other cues to create visual or-
der. Create clear hierarchical vi-

sual structures.

In addition to creating a logical 
and legible order, seek to impart 
the information with a distinctive 

and engaging visual identity.
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